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Abstract 
Grid Computing is a large set of geographically distributed heterogeneous resources for solving problems in science 

and engineering, but to select the best resource for a given job is still a major problem in the area of Grid Computing. 

So a good resource selection technique in such environments is critical to obtain reasonable Quality of Service (QoS).  

The resource selection is based on the prior knowledge of the performance characteristics of the application on a 

particular resource. Also the lag between a resource selection decision and the time the job appears in the system’s 

monitoring facility will decrease the trust and performance of Grid. In the process of resource selection in 

heterogeneous environment, it is difficult to find rules that determine the right selection decisions. However researchers 

use heuristics to help obtaining better selection decisions. Heuristics are approaches that help make right decisions; but 

they do not always produce the correct selection decisions. In this paper we study the different existing heuristics 

techniques along with our proposed QoS guided scheduling algorithm for resource selection in Grid Computing. 
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1. Introduction 

Grid computing consists of machine sets with varying computing capabilities. It solves problems by 

allocating idle computing resources across geographically distributed area. The key goal of grid computing 

is to design a system that can provide improved efficiency and a platform for proper utilization of all 

computing resources within an enterprise or extended enterprise to meet end user demands [1, 2]. But the 

heterogeneous and  decentralized nature of Grid makes it very complex and selecting appropriate resources 

for jobs has become a critical issue due to rapid increase of resources in the grid. Grid environments ought 

to provide effective service and mechanisms to select the most adequate resources for satisfying application 

requirements. In large grid computing system it is unwieldy for an individual to select the resources 

manually. So resource selection mechanism and scheduling of tasks into machines are required for better 

performance. Resource selection usually occurs after resource discovery phase. While the first phase filters 

out unwanted resources, this phase should determine from this large list the best set of resource(s) chosen 
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to map the application. This selection requires gathering of detailed dynamic information from resources, 

e.g. by querying performance prediction systems such as Network Weather System (NWS).  

 

This information should be used to rank resources, and to allow the scheduler to choose the ones that 

should ensure high performance in the execution of the application. While resource selection can be quite 

simple for sequential jobs, this selection can become particularly complex for multi-component parallel 

applications. So, Grid computing systems should be able to assign the tasks of different users to the 

different avail resources efficiently and utilize the resources of unused devices. 

 

Usually a grid resource broker is in charge of the management of jobs and resources (job submission and 

monitoring, resource discovery and monitoring, resource selection etc.). Grid resource brokers collect 

resource information from grid information services such as Globus MDS. To access the resources, grid 

resource brokers can use different middleware software. Moreover, the resources may be managed by a 

Local Resource Management System (LRMS) with their own local policies that must be respected. Purpose 

of resource selection and scheduling is to improve the performance of the grid computing system through 

an appropriate distribution of the user’s application tasks. A Grid scheduler (or broker) must make resource 

selection decisions in an environment where it has no control over the local resources, the resources are 

distributed, and information about the systems is often limited or dated. Here, schedulers are responsible 

for job management like allocating resources needed by particular job, partitioning of the job to run the job 

in the parallel manner in parallel processing environment, management of data, event correlation and 

service-level management capabilities. A Grid scheduler is different from local scheduler in that a local 

scheduler only manages a single site or cluster and usually owns the resource. As heuristic techniques are 

increasingly being used for solving optimization problems, they have proven themselves as a good 

candidate in this area. This can be inferred by recent research in the area. A large number of heuristic 

algorithms have been designed to schedule tasks to machines on grid computing systems. The commonly 

used algorithms are Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB), Max-min, Min-min, Minimum Execution Time 

(MET), Minimum Completion Time (MCT), User Directed Assignment (UDA), Genetic simulated 

annealing (GSA), Tabu search, simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimization 

(ACO) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3].  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the grid scheduling process. Section 3 

discusses the proposed algorithm for job scheduling in Grid. Section 4 is related to the experimental setup 

and finally the section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. The Grid Scheduling Process 

A Grid is a system of high diversity, which is rendered by various applications, middleware components, 

and resources. However, from the point of view of functionality, a logical architecture of the task 

scheduling subsystem in a Grid can still be found, and also, a scheduling process can be generalized in 

three stages: 1) resource discovering and filtering, 2) resource selecting and scheduling according to certain 

objectives, and job submission [4]. 

 

Resource selection is one of the important and key concepts in grid. The selection process made by the 

requester is based on the scheduler. The Grid scheduling problem is viewed in two-level, at the first level 

meta-scheduler allocates tasks to sites and the second level local scheduler schedules and assigns the task to 

the local computing elements. In the higher level scheduling, the central scheduler will decide where the 

task to be assigned and the lower level scheduler will decide where the task to be executed.  

 

Bestavros and Spartiotis [5] have presented a probabilistic job scheduling heuristic in distributed systems to 

meet task’s deadlines. The algorithm tries to schedule a submitted task locally to meet its deadline. If that is 

not possible, it tries to find another node with high probability of success. To do this, when a sporadic task 

arrives at a node and the node cannot guarantee the execution of the task, it starts looking for a suitable 

node. First, it selects probabilistically a node from the light-load category or the medium-load category. 

After a category has been selected, the nodes in this category are considered to be allocated to the task. In 
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some situations, there is a probability to find more than one suitable node for executing the submitted task. 

In this case, the target node is selected probabilistically.  

 

Jiang et al. [6, 7] have presented two probabilistic priority scheduling disciplines for high speed and multi-

service networks. In [6], the starvation of low priority packets against to the high priority ones is considered 

and a solution to avoid this problem is presented. To achieve this, a parameter is assigned to each of the 

priority queues in each of the servers. This parameter determines the probability in which its corresponding 

queue is served when the queue is sampled by the server. Using this mechanism, a new packet scheduling 

discipline named probabilistic priority (PP) is presented. The PP improves the performance and average 

throughput of the scheduling by probabilistically assigning input tasks to the servers. Similar to the 

discipline proposed in [6], another PP scheduling for multi-service networks has been presented in [7]. 

3. Proposed Algorithm 

The term quality of service (QoS) is used differently based on the different context while applying it to 

Grid resources. For example when QoS is used in the network context it means the desirable bandwidth for 

the application. Similarly when it is used for CPU it means the requested speed like FLOPS or the 

utilization of the underlying CPU. In our proposed approach both QoS of a network and QoS for CPU is 

considered. In current Grid job scheduling, the job with different levels of QoS request compete for 

resources. It may be possible that a job with low QoS request can be executed on a resource providing high 

quality of service. So when the job with high QoS request comes for execution it has to wait till the low 

QoS requested job is completed, this will increase the jobs completion time, makespan time and decrease 

the overall performance of the Grid. To overcome this shortcoming we modify the Min-Min algorithm to 

take the QoS matching into consideration while scheduling. Our proposed algorithm is designed for both 

dedicated and non dedicated distributed systems which are shared asynchronously by both local and remote 

users. The general algorithm is shown in Fig [1].  

 

                                              Step1.  While there are jobs to schedule 

                                              Step 2.  For each job i to schedule 

                                              Step 3.  For each host j 

                                              Step 4.  Compute CTi,j = CT(job i, host j) 

                                              Step 5.             End for 

                                              Step 6.  Calculate metrici= f1 (CTi,1, CTi,2, CTi,3……) 

                                              Step 7.                     End for 

                                              Step8.   Select best metric match (m, n) = f2 (metric1, metric2, …) 

                                              Step 9.  Calculate minimum CTm,n 

                                              Step 10. Schedule job m on n 

                                              Step 11.  End while 

 

Fig. 1 General Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm 

 
The general scheduling algorithm given in Fig [1] does not consider QoS, which affects the performance of 

overall Grid. There are two types of jobs in Grid, computation based and communicational based. The 

communication based jobs like transfer a file from one node to another node require high bandwidth for its 

operation. The computational based jobs like solving scientific computation based problems which require 

high speed CPU to complete the assigned task in minimum delay of time. If a computational based job is 

submitted to high bandwidth resource then it will not utilize its bandwidth effectively, similarly if a 

communication based job is submitted to a resource having high speed CPU and low bandwidth then it 

does not fully utilize the resource and also increase its job completion time. So we proposed an algorithm 

which considered the QoS in scheduling and should lead to a better scheduling algorithm. Based upon the 

general adaptive algorithm, a new QoS guided scheduling algorithm is proposed in Fig [2]. 

 

Step1. We divide the resources in the four different classes. Class1 Low QoS and Class2 high QoS in terms 

of bandwidth. Class3 Low QoS and Class4 high QoS in terms of CPU speed. 
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Step2. Calculate the job is communication based or computational based by computing CCR value 

(Communication to computation ratio). 

Step3. If the job is communication based and requested for high QoS then it is submitted to the class2 

resources.                  

Else if the job is communication based and requested for low QoS then it is submitted to the class1 

resources. 

Else if the job is computational based and requested for high QoS then it is submitted to the class4 

resources. 

Else 

Job is submitted to class3 resources. 

End if  

Step 4. We apply Min-Min algorithm and computes the completion time of all the jobs on all the hosts of 

that class. 

Step 5. Submit the job to resource which requires least completion time to execute that job. 

 

Fig. 2 QoS Guided Scheduling Algorithm 

4. Experimental Setup 

We have setup a simulated Grid environment to evaluate the proposed QoS guided Min-Min scheduling 

algorithm. We used GridSim simulator for simulating Grid environment and the experimental results are 

shown in Fig [3, 4]. We used Pentium-4 based system with CPU clock speed of 2.00 GHz, 2GB RAM 

running with Windows XP operating system. The behavior of the system with large no of jobs is analyzed 

and also compared with earlier Min-Min approach. In our experiment, we fixed the parameter for the hosts 

and used six task submission scenarios, three for communicational based jobs and three for computational 

based jobs. The QoS guided Min-Min and the conventional Min-Min are compared by their makespans on 

the same set of tasks.  

 

4.1 Communication Based Jobs 

 
First scenario:- Most of the jobs (80% jobs) require high QoS in terms of bandwidth not less than 2Gb/s. 

 

Second scenario:- Half  of the jobs (50% jobs) require high QoS in terms of bandwidth not less than 2Gb/s. 

 

Third scenario:- Very few  of the jobs (20% jobs) require high QoS in terms of bandwidth not less than  

2Gb/s. 

 

For each of the scenarios, we compare the performance of the conventional Min-Min heuristic and the QoS 

guided Min-Min heuristic. For each scenario and each heuristic, we create 100 tasks 100 times 

independently and get the average makespan of the 100 times. Table 1 and Fig [3] show the comparison. 

The data is in seconds. 

 

 
Table 1 Makespan of Two Heuristics for Three Scenarios (Communication Based Jobs) 

 

Scenario Min-Min QoS Guided Min-Min Improvements 

First 125.40 90.78 27.61% 

Second 172.55 110.28 35.77% 

Third 258.87 240.77 6.99% 
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Fig. 3 Makespan of Two Heuristics for Communicational Based Jobs  

 

4.2 Computational Based Jobs 
 

First scenario:- Most of the jobs (80% jobs) require high QoS in terms of CPU not less than 2Ghz. 

 

Second scenario:- Half  of the jobs (50% jobs) require high QoS in terms  of CPU speed not less than 2Ghz. 

 

Third scenario:- Very few  of the jobs (20% jobs) require high QoS in terms of CPU speed not less than  

2Ghz. 

 

Table 2 Makespan of Two Heuristics for Three Scenarios (Computational Based Jobs) 
 

Scenario Min-Min QoS Guided Min-MIn Improvements 

First 140.67 108.92 22.57% 

Second 186.76 130.56 30.09% 

Third 300.22 290.44 3.26% 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 4 Makespan of Two Heuristics for Computational Based Jobs  
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For our test scenarios, we introduce the jobs based on computation and obtained the makespan using QoS 

guided Min-Min 18.64% shorter than that using the conventional Min-Min. For scenario first, where the 

tasks that require high QoS are in higher density (80%), a satisfactory performance gain 22.57 % is 

acquired. For scenario two where the tasks that require high QoS and the tasks that require low QoS are 

evenly distributed, the performance gain is quiet considerable and it sweeps as high as 30.09%. For 

scenario third, where the tasks that require high QoS is only 20%, the performance gain of the QoS guided 

Min-Min is relatively small, i.e., 3.26% better than the conventional Min-Min. 

 

As clearly shown in Fig [3] & Fig [4], for all six scenarios the QoS guided Min-Min outperforms the 

conventional Min-Min heuristic. We find that for all scheduling frequencies, the makespan of the QoS 

guided Min-Min is approximately 21% shorter than that of the conventional Min-Min on the same set of 

tasks. Also it is observed that it shows best results when the high and low QoS jobs are almost equal in 

percentage. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Job scheduling is one of the well-known problems in distributed computing systems such as Grid 

environments. In this paper we have proposed an adaptive scheduling algorithm which considers QoS for 

network as well as CPU based upon the types of jobs. In proposed method we enhance the Min-Min 

algorithm by classifying resource into different classes based upon their QoS parameters. In our proposed 

approach we effectively utilized all the resources because the jobs are submitted to the appropriate 

resources i.e. communication high quality requested job is submitted to higher bandwidth resource and 

similarly computational high quality requested job is submitted to higher processing speed resource. The 

experimental results shows that QoS guided Min-Min scheduling algorithm outperforms the traditional 

Min-Min heuristic on the same set of task.  
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